One of the key impediments to the development of BaTiO3-based materials as candidates to replace toxic-Pb based solid-solutions is their relatively low ferroelectric Curie temperature (TC). Among many potential routes that are available to modify TC, ionic substitutions at the Ba-and Ti-sites remain the most common approach. Here, we perform density functional theory (DFT) calculations on a series of ATiO3 and BaBO3 perovskites, where A=Ba, Ca, Sr, Pb, Cd, Sn and Mg and B=Ti, Zr, Hf and Sn. Our objective is to study the relative role of A-and B-cations in impacting the TC of the tetragonal (P 4mm) and rhombohedral (R3m) ferroelectric phases in BaTiO3-based solid-solutions, respectively. Using symmetry-mode analysis, we obtain a quantitative description of the relative contributions of various divalent (A) and tetravalent (B) cations to the ferroelectric distortions. Our results show that Ca, Pb, Cd, Sn and Mg have large mode amplitudes for ferroelectric distortion in the tetragonal phase relative to Ba, whereas Sr suppresses the distortions. On the other hand, Zr, Hf, and Sn tetravalent cations severely suppress the ferroelectric distortion in the rhombohedral phase relative to Ti. In addition to symmetry modes, our calculated unit cell volume also agrees with the experimental trends. We subsequently utilize the symmetry modes and unit cell volumes for known systems as features within a machine learning approach to learn TC via an inference model and uncover trends that provide insights into the design of new high TC BaTiO3-based ferroelectrics. The inference model predicts CdTiO3-BaTiO3 solid-solutions to have a higher TC and therefore, we experimentally synthesized these solid-solutions and measured their TC. Although the calculated mode strength for CdTiO3 in the tetragonal phase is even larger than that for PbTiO3, the TC of CdTiO3-BaTiO3 solid-solutions in the tetragonal phase does not show any appreciable enhancement. Thus, CdTiO3-BaTiO3 does not follow the inference model, which is based on established data and trends for ATiO3. Rather, our experimental phase diagram for CdTiO3-BaTiO3 suggests that it behaves markedly differently from any other BaTiO3-based systems studied so far.
I. INTRODUCTION
BaTiO 3 -based perovskites have attracted significant attention as a potential alternative for Pb-based functional materials in many applications as piezoelectrics, ferroelectrics and electrocalorics. Pure BaTiO 3 has a complex phase diagram. It undergoes, on cooling, a series of structural phase transformations from cubic (C) → tetragonal (T) → orthorhombic (O) → rhombohedral (R), see Figure 1 . The high-symmetry cubic structure belongs to P m3m space group, which is centrosymmetric and therefore, possess no piezoelectric or ferroelectric activity. On the other hand, in the three low-symmetry structures, T (P 4mm), O (Amm2) and R (R3m), the inversion symmetry is broken and BaTiO 3 becomes ferroelectric. In pure BaTiO 3 , the ferroelectric Curie temperature (T C ) is experimentally measured at ∼393 K and refers to the temperature at which the C → T transition occurs on cooling.
1 Similarly, the T → O and O → R phase transformations occur at 268 and 183 K, respectively. At room temperature (in the T-phase), pure BaTiO 3 has a relatively low piezoelectric coefficient (d 33 ∼ 200 pC/N) when compared to Pb(Zr, Ti)O 3 (PZT), whose d 33 is 500-600 pC/N. 2, 3 However, when doped, BaTiO 3 -based systems can exhibit higher d 33 , even surpassing that of PZT. 3 As a result, chemical substitutions at the Ba-and Ti-sites are common to enhance the performance of BaTiO 3 -based functional materials. Notwithstanding a giant piezoelectric response, there are a number of technological challenges that must be met in order for these materials to be useful for applications as sensors, actuators, transducers and transformers. For instance, there are many properties that must be optimized simultaneously; namely the T C , piezoelectric response, electromechanical coupling, electrical resistivity, mechanical and electrical quality factor, dielectric permittivity and thermal stability. 4, 5 The nature of application demands different figures-of-merit and accordingly, appropriate materials design and selection practices are followed.
In the development of BaTiO 3 -based materials as highperformance piezoelectrics, and a potential alternative to toxic-Pb based functional materials, a common strategy is to mix the two end-member compositions that have a C → T and C → R phase transformation. 6 This strategy mimics that used for PZT, which remains one of the best high-performance piezoelectric materials with wide spread fundamental and technological impact to date. As the relative concentrations of the two end-member chemical constituents are changed, a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) is formed, where the P 4mm and R3m phases become energetically degenerate. [7] [8] [9] At the MPB, the activation barrier for polarization rotation is reduced, which results in superior piezoelectric and electromechanical response for a given operating temperature range. 10 One of On cooling (C) (T) (O) (R) [001] [001]
[001]
FIG. 1. (Color online.) Sequence of structural phase transitions in pure BaTiO3 when cooled from a higher temperature (cooling direction shown). On cooling, the structure changes from cubic (C) to tetragonal (T) to orthorhombic (O) to rhombohedral (R) symmetry. Space groups (in International notation) associated with each of these phases are also given in the figure. The C-phase is centrosymmetric with no piezoelectric or ferroelectric activity, whereas the T-, O-and R phases are ferroelectric with broken inversion symmetry. The cooperative atomic displacements in the three ferroelectric phases relative to the high-symmetry C-phase are shown using red arrows.
the canonical examples is the Ba 0. Normally, BaTiO 3 is doped at the Ba-and Ti-sites to construct PZT-like phase diagrams. Some of the common dopants utilized are the divalent Ca and Sr cations that substitute for the Ba-site; similarly, tetravalent Zr, Hf, and Sn cations substitute for the Ti-site. These dopants affect the relative phase boundaries for C → T → O → R transitions, which are in turn exploited to manipulate the piezoelectric properties 3, 7 For example, consider the solid-solutions of Ba 1−x Ca x TiO 3 (BCT), where x varies from 0.01 to 0.50. When x becomes greater than 0.2, the T → O and O → R transformation temperatures shift to very low values, so much so that the T-phase is considered as the stable experimental ground state.
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Similarly, in the BaTi 1−y Zr y O 3 (BZT) solid-solutions, at higher y-concentrations the C → T and T → O phase boundaries disappear and only C → R transformations are experimentally observed.
12 Solid-solutions of BZT and BCT contain an MPB, similar to that in the PZT system. In addition, these divalent and tetravalent dopants also affect T C . One of the major drawbacks in the deployment of BaTiO 3 -based piezoelectrics as Pb-free alternatives has been its relatively low T C .
Our main goal in this paper is to study the structure-T C relationship for BaTiO 3 solid-solutions, with the objective of designing new high T C end-member compositions that are not explored in the literature. We identify this as a critical step in the development of novel high-performance BaTiO 3 -based piezoelectric perovskites. To accomplish the objective, we develop an approach that integrates density functional theory (DFT), mode crystallography and statistical inference with experiments to gain insights into the role of dopant cations at the Ba-and Ti-sites of the BaTiO 3 perovskite structure. We use DFT 13 to focus on the undoped ATiO 3 and BaBO 3 perovskites by constraining them in the T and R crystal symmetries, respectively, where A=Ca, Sr, Mg, Pb, Cd, Ba and Sn and B=Ti, Zr, Hf and Sn are divalent and tetravalent cations, respectively. We note that some of the ATiO 3 and BaBO 3 perovskites that we have explored do not have the T and R crystal symmetries as their theoretical ground state structure (e.g. CaTiO 3 , BaZrO 3 etc). This should not affect our goal. Constraining the crystal structures in the T-and R-phase is an important step in our calculations, because experimentally it has been shown that Sr, Ca or Pb-addition to BaTiO 3 stabilizes the T-phase. Similarly Zr, Hf and Sn-addition to BaTiO 3 stabilizes the R-phase. From our calculated ATiO 3 and BaBO 3 data for the end-members, we mimic the BaTiO 3 -ATiO 3 (or BaBO 3 ) solid-solutions. We use this simplified description as "proxy" for representing the solid-solutions within the statistical inference framework. Ideally, modeling solid-solutions directly from DFT for all composition ranges in a high-throughput manner would be beneficial; however, this is a non-trivial task. Instead, we calculate several features from DFT (e.g. volume and tetragonality ratio, c/a) and compare them with available experimental data. We filter only those features that agree (at least qualitatively) with experimental trends and utilize them for statistical inference. For example, we find that the trend in calculated volume for the T-phase agrees well with the experimental volume. In sharp contrast, the c/a does not. Therefore, we filter volume as a potential feature for inference.
The crystallography 14-16 component of our work takes the computed crystal structures from DFT as input and decomposes the two ferroelectric phases (T and R) into their irreducible representations (irreps) of the highsymmetry cubic (C) structure. These irreps (Γ-point instabilities denoted as Γ − 4 ), which are the frozen phonon modes, have a clear physical meaning with respect to lattice vibrations and interatomic forces that drive a phase transition.
14,15 Moreover, they quantitatively capture the cooperative atomic displacements in the low-symmetry ferroelectric-phase relative to the high-symmetry cubicphase. Within the framework of Landau theory of phase transitions, these irrep-induced distortion modes serve as the order parameters in expressing the free energy of a solid. 17, 18 We utilize these irreps to understand the role of each divalent and tetravalent cations in impacting the ferroelectric distortions in the ATiO 3 and BaBO 3 crystal chemistries.
In the context of statistical inference, these irreps provide a basis for describing these materials uniquely and have the potential to serve as features 19, 20 for developing structure-property relationships. Therefore, we link the amplitude of Γ − 4 irreps and the DFT unit cell volume with the experimentally measured T C using standard machine learning methods to establish the structure-T C relationship for known BaTiO 3 -based ferroelectrics. In particular, we use support vector regression with a Gaussian radial basis function kernel (SVR RBF ) [21] [22] [23] [24] to train an inference model (separately for T and R-phases) on known materials. We then use the SVR RBF regression model to predict the T C in the T-phase of CdTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 solid-solutions, which has received very little attention in the literature.
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To validate our CdTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 predictions, we experimentally synthesized Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 and measured its T C , where z varies from 0.02-0.25. We find that at roomtemperature the T-phase is stabilized, but intriguingly the T C of the solid-solution remains unaffected from that of the pure BaTiO 3 , until z=0.25 (the limit to which our experiments were carried out). This is an interesting finding because the relative mode amplitude of pure CdTiO 3 in the tetragonal phase from our DFT calculations is even greater than that for pure PbTiO 3 . If the well-known T C -δ relationship suggested by Abrahams et al. 26 is obeyed, where δ is the displacement developed by the homopolar metal atom, then T C is expected to increase for the Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 solid-solution. This is also the prediction from our statistical inference model, which is based on the trends seen in existing data and does not include any data point from Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 . However, we do not observe this trend in our experiments, which suggest that CdTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 solid-solutions behave differently from SrTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 , PbTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 and CaTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 .
II. METHODS

A. Density Functional Theory (DFT)
DFT calculations were performed within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) PBEsol exchangecorrelation functional 27 as implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO. 28 The core and valence electrons were treated with the ultrasoft pseudopotential. 29 To yield optimally smooth pseudopotentials, we used the Troullier-Martins pseudization method. 30 The scalar relativistic pseudopotentials were generated using the atomic package 28 with the inclusion of nonlinear core corrections. The Brillouin zone integration was performed over a 8×8×8 MonkhorstPack k-point mesh 31 centered at Γ and 60 Ry plane-wave cutoff. The atomic positions and the cell volume were allowed to change until an energy convergence threshold of 10 −8 eV and the Hellmann-Feynman forces less than 2 meV/Å, respectively, were achieved. The crystal symmetries of the optimized structures were determined using FINDSYM 32 and the symmetry mode analyses were performed using ISODISTORT.
14 The displacement vectors were generated using AMPLIMODES 15 and visualized in VESTA. 33 We performed phonon calculations using density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) 34 and the frozen phonon method 35 for BaZrO 3 , BaHfO 3 and BaSnO 3 compounds. We used the 6 × 6 × 6 unshifted Monkhorst-Pack grid for the DFPT calculations with more stringent convergence criterion and imposed acoustic sum rule (simple) to the dynamical matrix to correct for the nonzero frequencies. For the frozen phonon method we used a 2×2×2 supercell. Interatomic forces from QE were used as input to PHONOPY 36 to calculate the dynamical matrices and phonon frequencies.
B. Statistical Inference
We used -support vector regression with non-linear Gaussian radial basis function kernel (SVR RBF ) as implemented in the e1071 package 37 in the RSTUDIO environment. 38 Mathematical background of -SVR is given in the Supplementary document. 24 The Γ − 4 irreps from symmetry-mode analysis and unit cell volume from DFT optimized structures serve as the feature set for predicting T C . The hyper-parameters for the SVR RBF were optimized using 10-fold cross-validation. Error bars for each prediction were estimated following the bootstrap resampling method in statistics, 39 where 50 different samples were drawn with replacement from our dataset and concomitantly, 50 SVR RBF models were trained (one model for each bootstrap sample). It is assumed that these samples are taken from or are representative of the population from which the data comes from. We then use those SVR RBF models to predict the T C of compounds in the compiled dataset. From 50 SVR RBF models we have 50 predicted T C values for each compound. The mean and standard deviation (error bar) estimated from those 50 predictions provide an account for model performance, which we visualize by plotting the predicted versus experimentally measured T C data. We also independently tested the predictive power by leaving out two compounds, Sr 0.9 Sn 0.1 TiO 3 and Ba 0.82 Ca 0.13 Sn 0.05 TiO 3 , which were not included for training the SVR RBF models but their T C 's are known from the literature.
C. Experimental
Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 (0 ≤ z ≤ 0.25) ceramics were fabricated by conventional solid-state method with the raw materials of BaCO 3 (99.8%), CdO (99%), and TiO 2 (99.9%). The calcination was performed at 1200
• C for 3 hours, and sintering was done at 1400
• C for 3 hours in air. The sintered samples for dielectric and ferroelectric measurements were polished to obtain parallel sides and painted with silver electrodes. The dielectric permittivity was evaluated using a HIOKI3532 LCR meter at different frequencies (0.1, 1, 10 and 100 kHz) as a function of temperature. These measurements were used to determine the T C of the ceramic (along with other structural transformations that are occurring at lower temperatures). We compared this T C with the SVR RBF predictions to validate our inference models. Finally, we plot temperature as a function z (i.e., Cd concentration) to map the experimental phase diagram of Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 .
III. FEATURE CONSTRUCTION AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider solid-solutions of BaTiO 3 for which experimental T C data exist in the literature. We define each chemical composition of the solid-solution by constructing linear combinations of the features based on the assumption that these linear combinations mimic the "average" behavior of the solid-solution. For example, the unit cell volume (V) for the T-phase of Ba 1−x Ca x TiO 3 (where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1) is constructed in the following manner:
are the unit cell volumes of pure BaTiO 3 and CaTiO 3 , respectively, in the T-phase as obtained from DFT calculations. We chose only those values of x for which experimental data is available. A similar procedure was followed to construct the Γ − 4 mode amplitude feature. The reasons and the underlying assumptions for choosing unit cell volume and Γ-point modes as the minimal set of features describing average behavior in our data-driven modeling include: (i) Their simplicity, as they are readily accessible from DFT calculations and mode crystallography. (ii) We are primarily interested in the T C of "polar" T and R-phases, where the Γ − 4 mode is the order parameter. Therefore, Γ-point modes were assumed to be important for our problem. The importance of unit cell volume for ferroelectricity in perovskites is well documented in the literature.
11,40-42 (iii) We found good agreement in trends between our calculated features and experimental data. We also explored other features, such as c/a, but trends from our calculations did not agree with experiments. Therefore, unit cell volume and Γ-point mode were considered sufficient to capture the global trend in the T C data. (iv) They also provide a reasonable physical basis for establishing structure-T C relationships. The fourth criterion is substantiated by the Abrahams-KurtzJamieson theory for displacive ferroelectrics 26 that relates atomic displacements of homopolar atoms to T C . Our objective was to leverage this theory (albeit in an empirical manner) by utilizing mode crystallography that goes beyond the homopolar atom displacements description. (v) We also assumed that linear mixing of the features is not an over-simplification to capture the average behavior of BaTiO 3 solid-solutions.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table I and Table II , we show the results from the symmetry-mode analysis for the C → T and C → R transitions, respectively. Experimental data from the literature are also included for comparison. Note that both the C → T and C → R phase transformations can be described by the Γ However, the key difference lies in the order parameter directions (OPDs); the OPDs for C → T and C → R transitions are one-dimensional and three-dimensional vectors, respectively. They, in turn, correspond to cooperative displacements of atoms along the are P nma, P nma, P na2 1 and I4/mcm, respectively. In Table I , we also give the total energy difference (∆E) between the ground state structure and the T-phase for the ATiO 3 perovskites. In terms of the lattice constants and cell volume for BaTiO 3 , our DFT-GGA (PBEsol) calculation underestimates and overestimates the a and c lattice constants, respectively, relative to the experimental data 49 (see Table I ). We have also given the lattice constants and cell volume for the other ATiO 3 perovskites in the T-phase.
Similarly, lattice constants and unit cell volumes for the R-phase perovskites are given in Table II . Our calculated cell geometry for BaTiO 3 in the R-phase agrees well with the experimental data. 50 Note that the experimental ground state for BaZrO 3 , 51 BaHfO 3 52 and BaSnO 3 53 is considered to be cubic. However, our phonon calculations show dynamical instabilities (phonons with imaginary frequencies) for BaZrO 3 and BaSnO 3 . In our DFPT calculations for BaZrO 3 , instabilities were found at the Rpoint of the Brillouin zone (Figure 2a) , in good agreement with the existing literature. 54, 55 However our calculations do not agree with the DFPT work of Bilić and Gale, 56 who found phonon instabilities at the M-point (in addition to the R-point). On the other hand, in our frozen phonon calculations (phonon dispersion curves given in the Supplementary document 24 ), instabilities were found at the X-and R-points of the Brillouin zone. The origin of the X-point instability is unclear and may be due to the inherent limitations of the frozen phonon method. We "froze-in" the real-space eigendisplacements of unstable phonon modes at the X-and R-point and performed full structural relaxation (atom positions and lattice) in the P mmm and P 1 crystal symmetries, respectively. The ground state structure was determined to be the P 1 space group (Figure 2d) , where the out-of-phase octahedral rotations [that transform as irrep R ground state P 1 structure. In addition to R + 4 , we also found contributions from displacements described by irrep X Table 1 for total energy data of different crystal symmetries. 24 In the case of BaSnO 3 , both DFPT ( Figure 2b ) and frozen phonon calculations 24 found instabilities only at the R-point. The ground state structure for BaSnO 3 was also determined to have P 1 triclinic symmetry (see Supplementary Table 1 24 ). But in both BaZrO 3 and BaSnO 3 compounds, the energy difference (∆E) between the ground state P 1 and the cubic P m3m structures were only of the order of a few meV, which could be one of the reasons for not observing these lowsymmetry structures in bulk ceramics. Recent terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) has found evidence for a low-symmetry triclinic phase in BaZrO 3 ;
59 whereas no such data exists for BaSnO 3 to validate our DFPT and frozen-phonon calculations. In sharp contrast, no phonon instabilities were found in the BaHfO 3 system from both DFPT (Figure 2c ) and frozen-phonon methods, 24 indicating that its theoretical ground state structure is cubic.
B. Symmetry-mode analysis
From the DFT data given in Table I , we find that all divalent cations, except Sr 2+ , have a relatively large amplitude for Γ − 4 irrep in the T-phase compared to BaTiO 3 . Compound MgTiO 3 has the largest value for Γ − 4 in the T-phase, but it is known from previous work that the ground state of MgTiO 3 is P nma and furthermore, it is challenging to stabilize a pure perovskite phase in MgTiO 3 at ambient conditions due to the relatively smaller ionic size of Mg 2+ cation. 60 As noted earlier, among all divalent cations that we have explored, only PbTiO 3 and SnTiO 3 have T-phase as the theoretical ground state.
On the other hand, large differences in the amplitudes with order parameter direction (OPD) (a). a and c are the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants, respectively. c/a is the tetragonality ratio and ∆E is the energy difference per formula unit between the theoretical ground state and the T-phase. ∆E=+sign indicates that T-phase is not the ground state, whereas T-phase is the theoretical ground state configuration when ∆E=0.
ATiO3
Mode with OPD order parameter direction (a,a,a). a and c are the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants, respectively. ∆E is the energy difference per formula unit between the theoretical ground state and the R-phase. ∆E=+sign indicates that R-phase is not the ground state, whereas R-phase is the theoretical ground state when ∆E=0.
BaBO3
Mode of the irreps are noticeable in our DFT calculations for the BaBO 3 end-members in the R-phase (see Table II ). The mode amplitude for BaTiO 3 is estimated as 0.31053Å, which compares favorably with the experimental value of 0.3291Å. However, the mode amplitude is found to be nearly zero for BaZrO 3 , BaHfO 3 and BaSnO 3 in the R-phase. These results indicate that the BaZrO 3 , BaHfO 3 and BaSnO 3 systems strongly resist rhombohedral distortions, but prefer cubic symmetry (in good agreement with the experimental observations in the literature and our calculated ∆E value from DFT).
As noted before in Section III, instead of directly modeling the solid-solutions from DFT, we consider only the end member compositions (ATiO 3 or BaBO 3 ) and interpolate between them. We thus linearly combine the irreps based on the assumption that the solid-solution mimics the average behavior of the two end members, which has been applied in the past to model the solid-solution behavior of PbTiO 3 systems. 43 We checked the validity of our assumption for Pb-free compounds by comparing the DFT results to the experimental data (where available). This is shown in Figure 3 . Note that we were only able to find limited experimental crystal structure data for the solid-solutions of BaTiO 3 For the BaTiO 3 -SrTiO 3 solid-solution (Figure 3a) , we find a negative slope of magnitude 0.1626 indicating that the addition of Sr to BaTiO 3 decreases the mode amplitude. In the same plot, we also show the experimental data (open circle) and find that the mode amplitude first decreases and then increases. The physical origin of this apparent increase is unclear and its validity is difficult to confirm due to the absence of other independent experimental measurements. In BaTiO 3 -CaTiO 3 (Figure 3b ), we find a positive slope of magnitude 0.2391. One experimental data point for Ba 0.88 Ca 0.12 TiO 3 in the T-phase also shows an increased value of mode amplitude relative to pure BaTiO 3 ; indicating agreement with our DFT data. On the other hand, in terms of unit cell parameters, the c/a trend is not in agreement. Within our linear interpolation constraint, we anticipate c/a to increase with Ca addition (see Table I ); the c/a for CaTiO 3 is 1.0549, which is greater than that of BaTiO 3 (1.0222). However, intriguingly, it has been experimentally shown that c/a decreases with increasing Ca content. 64 In contrast, the unit cell volume is experimentally shown to decrease with increasing Ca content, which agrees with our DFT calculations (see Table I ). Therefore, with cautious optimism, we consider our DFT data to be valid for further considerations and feature development. The key outcome of this comparison exercise between the experimental and our DFT data is the identification of two key features that we use for our machine learning, namely, (i) Γ − 4 mode amplitudes from the symmetry-mode analysis and (ii) unit cell volume. Can we use these two features to capture the trend of T C in BaTiO 3 -based ferroelectrics with an inference model and demonstrate its predictive ability? We address these questions in the ensuing sections.
C. Trends in TC from literature
In the literature, experimental T C data exists for the following solid-solutions: PbTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 , SrTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 , CaTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 , BaZrO 3 -BaTiO 3 , BaHfO 3 -BaTiO 3 and BaSnO 3 -BaTiO 3 .
66 In Figure 4 , we show how T C changes in BaTiO 3 solid-solutions (data taken from previously published experimental results 66 ). Addition of SrTiO 3 and PbTiO 3 decreases and increases the T C of BaTiO 3 , respectively, for the T-phase. In sharp contrast, addition of CaTiO 3 has only a marginal effect on the T C of the T-phase. Furthermore, CaTiO 3 addition also suppresses the stability field of O-and R-phases. In the case of BaZrO 3 , BaHfO 3 and BaSnO 3 , the stability field of T-and O-phases are suppressed, whereas the R-phase region is significantly enhanced. Addition of BaZrO 3 , BaHfO 3 and BaSnO 3 also severely reduces the T C ; here T C corresponds to transition between the paraelectric C and the ferroelectric R-phase. In terms of dataset size for statistical inference, we compiled a total of 31 and 23 unique chemical compositions belonging to T-and R-phases, respectively.
D. Predictive design via informatics
Abrahams et al , 26 originally, formulated one of the well-known relationships linking atomic displacements to T C . According to their work, for a displacive ferroelectric phase transition, T C ∝ δ 2 , where δ is the displacement of the homopolar atom. They validated this relationship for some of the well-known simple ferroelectric systems, such as PbTiO 3 and BaTiO 3 . Since this early work, a number of refinements have been suggested to their model, which incorporate complexities of atomic displacements arising from more than one ion in the solidsolutions (e.g. PbTiO 3 -based solid-solutions 67 ) and inclusion of higher-order terms in the atomic displacements (up to 12 th polynomial order for pure PbTiO 3 ). 68 However, no such theoretical modeling has been demonstrated for BaTiO 3 -based solid-solutions. Therefore, no predictive theories exist for modeling the behavior of T C in BaTiO 3 -based solid-solutions. Recently, Heitmann-Rossetti 8 and Acosta et al 9 have shown the potential of Landau theory in modeling the thermodynamics of BaTiO 3 -based solid-solutions. However, accelerated inverse design of new material chemistries with targeted properties using Landau theory is a non-trivial task. It requires a priori knowledge of how parameters are related to materials that have not been experimentally synthesized or characterized.
We explore in this paper a data-driven informaticsbased approach for predicting the T C of BaTiO 3 -based solid-solutions, which is attracting significant attention in the literature where predictive theories are prohibitive or non-existent. We employ Γ − 4 mode amplitudes and unit cell volume as features and the goal is to use them to predict the T C of BaTiO 3 solid-solutions. We utilize support vector regression with a radial-basis function (SVR RBF ) as the kernel for the regression problem (additional details given in Section II B and Supplementary document 24 ). We build separate regression models for the T-and R-phases. Experimental T C data for PbTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 , SrTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 , CaTiO 3 -BaTiO 3 , BaZrO 3 -BaTiO 3 , BaHfO 3 -BaTiO 3 and BaSnO 3 -BaTiO 3 solid-solutions serve as the data set for the informatics approach. We constructed two data sets, one for the T-phase and the other for the R-phase. There were 31 and 23 data points for training the T C SVR RBF model for the T-and R-phases, respectively. In Figure 5a -d, we show results from the SVR RBF model. The model performs reasonably well in capturing the behavior of T C (see Figure 5) . Mean values for T C and its standard deviation (error bars) were obtained from 50 different statistical bootstrap samples.
In addition to Ca, Sr and Pb, one could also substitute Cd, Sn and Mg in the Ba-site. Among Cd, Sn and Mg, only Cd-substitution was determined to be feasible experimentally because only CdTiO 3 has been shown to have a pure perovskite phase. 69, 70 Since chemical substitutions at the Ba-site is known to stabilize the T-phase, we used the SVR RBF model developed for the T-phase to predict the T C for Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 solid-solutions. The machine learning results are shown in Figure 5b (filled black circles) from which we find that the addition of Cd has a positive effect on enhancing the T C of the Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 solid-solution. In addition to the Γ − 4 mode amplitude and unit cell volume as features, we also explored some of the common crystal chemistry features 60 such as tolerance factor, 71 Pauling electronegativity to squared Shannon's ionic radii 73 ) to predict the T C . The results are shown in Figure 5b (filled blue diamonds). Notice that the predicted trend remains the same for both the feature sets, i.e., T C increases as % Cd increases, indicating robustness in our predicted T C trend.
Motivated by this finding, we experimentally synthesized Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 solid-solutions for z=0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25, using the conventional powder processing method (see Section II C for additional details). Dielectric permittivity results for various Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 are shown in Figure 6 , from which we also construct the phase diagram (shown in Figure 7 ). As anticipated, the ferroelectric transition at room temperature is between the C-and T-phases, but intriguingly, we find that the Cd-substitution does not affect the T C of the ceramic. From Table I for the T-phase, it can be seen that the unit cell volume of CdTiO 3 is between CaTiO 3 and PbTiO 3 , whereas the mode amplitude for CdTiO 3 is even greater than that of PbTiO 3 . Note that our SVR RBF machine learning model that predicts the T C of the T-phase has not used any Cd-based compounds for training.
In Figure 5b , we overlay the experimentally measured T C (filled red triangles) on top of the machine learning predictions. The agreement is good only near the dilute limit (z=0.02). The informatics-based SVR RBF model predicts that T C should increase with increasing Cd content. In contrast, the experimental data shows that T C increases slightly first (from 395.5 K for z=0.02 to 397.9 K z=0.15), but then decreases to 395.2 K when z=0.25. The discrepancy between our informatics-based model and the experimental data could (most likely) stem from the fact that our SVR RBF algorithm did not have in its training set any samples showing a trend similar to CdTiO 3 . This is one of the well-known short-comings of the data-driven approach, i.e., extrapolation to an unknown search space. In Figure 5c 
The SVR RBF predicted vs experimentally measured T C for the R-phase is shown in Figure 5d . In the case of the R-phase, which requires substitution at the Tisite, a quick survey of the periodic 75 which were not used for training the SVR RBF models. These compounds are shown to undergo a C → T phase transition on cooling 75 with experimentally measured T C 's equal to ∼200 and 428 K, respectively. Also note that none of our training data included Sn 2+ at the Ba-site. Therefore, these compounds serve as an ideal test set for evaluating our models. In Table III we show the predictions along with uncertainties. Interestingly, the SVR RBF models that contained Cd-compounds in the training set performed much better in predicting T C than those that did not. This exercise shows that our SVR RBF model has learned from the Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 data and adapted to make reliable predictions.
In Figure 8 , we show the fitness landscape of the predicted T C in the form of a contour plot for the T-phase and show how it changes before and after including the Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 data. We setup a uniform grid with 25,551 data points that span our feature space, where unit cell volume and Γ − 4 mode amplitude were varied in the range 59-64 and 0.1-0.6, respectively, and we applied the SVR RBF models to predict the T C at each of those points. Features data along with SVR RBF predictions and uncertainties are given in the Supplementary Material. 24 In Figure 8a and b, we show the predicted T C before and after retraining with the new Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 data, respectively, when both unit cell volume and Γ solid-solutions. We find support for this conclusion in our experimental phase diagram for the Cd-BaTiO 3 solidsolution, which is shown in Figure 7 . This phase diagram is markedly different from those that are known so far. The ramifications of including Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 can also be seen in our predictions for Sr 0.9 Sn 0.1 TiO 3 (Table III) , where our re-trained SVR RBF models performed relatively well compared to the original one. Similarly, in Figure 8c and d we plot the predicted T C at the other extreme, where unit cell volume and Γ − 4 mode amplitude take large values. Notice the large difference in the predicted T C scales. Even though the predicted T C shows a significant increase in Figure 8d (relative to Figure 8c ), there were also large uncertainties in that feature space (see Supplemental Material). As a result, we anticipate this landscape to evolve as new chemistries are explored and more experiments are performed.
VI. SUMMARY
Engineering the ferroelectric properties of BaTiO 3 -based materials has key implications for the the development of Pb-free functional materials. In this work, we showed how DFT, mode crystallography, statistical inference and experiments can be synergistically integrated to study their structure-T C relationships. One of our key computational outcomes is the identification of irrep-induced distortion modes and unit cell volume as important features for data-driven modeling of functional responses. With these features, we predict the T C for Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 solid-solutions, however, our predictions, based on the trend shown by existing solid-solution data do not agree with preliminary experimental results. Our experimentally determined phase diagram shows that Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 is fundamentally different from any of the BaTiO 3 -based solid-solution studied so far, which is consistent with the discrepancy between our machine learning findings and experiments. At room temperature, we obtain the T-phase, which could have potential implications in the design of high-performance Cd-substituted BaTiO 3 piezoelectrics. Our work serves as basis to motivate further studies of experiments, computations and theory to describe the observed trends in the unusual Ba 1−z Cd z TiO 3 solid-solution. Our work also critically brings out the cautionary tale of data-driven modeling in materials science problems and the need for incorporating adaptive design into its framework with feedback from experiments (or computations), 76, 77 especially in the context of small data problems such as those addressed in this work. 
